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Topographic and Geological Map
Series
NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at
geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery
options. Please reference the product title or product number
(e.g., 20-01-001) in your message.

Romania: Topographic Maps
20-01-004

Romania 1:200,000.
Directia Topografica Militara (Romania). Published 1993. In
Romanian. Contours 40 meters, 4-color, national and county
borders, detailed roads and hydrography. Partial country
coverage, 45 sheets.

Armenia: Thematic Maps
20-01-001

Set of Armenian genocide 100-year anniversary
maps.
GeoKart (Armenia). Scales differ. Published 2015. In
Armenian. This set consists of 7 province (or marz) level
maps that show movements during the genocide, plus 6
maps offering overviews of the genocide or related topics
on the history of Armenia, such as the Empire of Tigran the
Great and the Treaty of Sevres. 13 sheets.

Cambodia: Topographic maps
20-01-002

Cambodia 1:100,000.
Japan International Cooperation Agency. Published 19972002. In English. Contours 20-40 meters, 4-color, national,
provincial, district, and commune borders, detailed roads,
hydrography, and vegetation. Full country coverage, 83
sheets.

Equatorial Guinea: Land Cover
20-01-003

Mapa de Guinea Equatorial.
República de Guinea Ecuatorial, Ministerio de Bosques
y Medio Ambiente. Scale 1:200,000. Published 1999. In
Spanish. Borders, roads, cities, and land cover such as forest,
meadow, agriculture. Inset soil, geology, physiographic,
forest ecosystem, province, and district maps. Full country
coverage, 2 sheets.

NOTE: Omnimap was recently acquired by East View Companies. This symbol,
, notes unique products from Omnimap’s catalog.
For products listed in this section, please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com.
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Scientific and Specialty Atlases and
Books
Atlas: First China Geography Census of Gansu
Province
20-01-005 | $207.00 | PURCHASE

Gansu Sheng di yi ci quan guo di li guo qing pu cha
cheng guo di tu ji = Atlas of the first China geography
census of Gansu Province [甘肃省第一次全国地理国情
普查成果地图集]

Pae, Taavi. Tartu, Estonia: Tartu Ulikooli geograafia osakond
Regio. Hardcover. 423 pages. ISBN 9789949599622. In
Estonian and English. 2019. 31 x 31 cm. Price: $120.00
Published by the University of Tartu in conjunction with Regio
OU, the National Library of Estonia, and the National Archives
of Estonia, this is the very first national atlas of Estonia. It
contains nearly 500 historical and contemporary maps along
with explanations that help give meaning to Estonian nature,
culture and history. Text is fully bilingual Estonian/English.
The maps are organized into 36 chapters grouped in 6 main
sections: General (border and other general maps); Nature
(physical, elevation/depths, geology, climate, nautical charts,
hydrology, soil, vegetation, forestry, Lake Peipus); Society
(administrative divisions, population, nationalities, religion,
education, economic geography, agriculture, railways, roads,
bus routes, communication, healthcare); Culture (Estonians,
language, folklore, Estonia as seen by others, pictorial
maps, Setomaa, Saaremaa Island); History (general history,
Estonian war of independence, history of cartography); and
Miscellanea (various thematic topics such as birthplaces of
the Estonian elite; a propaganda maps from the Soviet era; a
parachutists’ map from the Cold War era; the first star chart
in Estonian; and the first globe in Estonian.

Other Atlases
20-01-006 | $48.00 | PURCHASE

Atlas of karst phenomena at Dolný Vrch - Alsó-Hegy
Vlk, Luděk. Prague, Czech Republic: Česká speleologická
společnost. Softcover. 360 pages. ISBN 9788087857311. In
English. 2019. 24 cm.
20-01-007 | $20.00 | PURCHASE

20-01-008 | $42.00 | PURCHASE

Šumava a Bavorský les na starých mapách : historický
atlas = Der Böhmerwald und Bayerische Wald auf
alten Landkarten : historischer Atlas [Šumava and
Bavarian Forests in Old Maps: historical atlas]
Stölzel, Franziska; Studená, Klára. Praha, Czech Republic:
Grafenau Morsak Verlag GmbH. 64 pages. ISBN
9788076400016. In German & Czech. 42 cm x 30 cm.
Reproductions of maps from the 18th-20th centuries
accompanied by information on important map makers of
Central Europe and Bohemia, selected extinct and partially
extinct villages of Šumava and Pošumaví, their etymology,
the first mention and their oldest occurrence on the original
maps of Bohemia.
20-01-009 | $24.00 | PURCHASE

Atlas map pamięci [Atlas of Maps of Memories]
Nazaruk, Piotr. Lublin, Poland: Ośrodek Brama Grodzka Teatr NN. Softcover. 197 pages. ISBN 9788365444431. In
Polish. 2019. 24 cm.The atlas presents 158 unique maps
of cities, towns and villages located within the current
borders of Belarus, Lithuania, Moldova, Poland, Ukraine and
Slovakia. These maps, made mostly by Jews who survived
the Holocaust, but also Poles - former inhabitants of these
towns, have a unique graphic form and show the places seen
from the personal and unique perspective of their creators.
20-01-010 | $70.00 | PURCHASE

Drogheda = Droichead Átha, Irish Historic Towns
Atlas, volume 29
McHugh, Ned. Dublin, Ireland: Royal Irish Academy. Softcover.
50 pages. ISBN 9781908997746. In English. 2019.
Drogheda has a rich and varied history that has been
carefully compiled by author Ned McHugh who has trawled
hundreds of sources to generate histories of thousands of
topographic sites in Drogheda. An essay with thematic maps
fleshes out the topographical history into the development of
the town.
20-01-011 | $99.00 | PURCHASE

The Andean glacier and water atlas : the impact of
glacier retreat on water resources
Paris, France: United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization. Softcover. 77 pages. ISBN
9789231002861. In English. 29 cm.

Kartograficheskii agitprop (1917-1940) : al’bom kart
[Cartographic Agitprop (1917-1940): An Album of
Maps; Картографический агитпроп (1917-1940) :
альбом карт]
Moskva, Russia: Pashkov dom. Softcover. 104 pages. ISBN
9785751007690. In Russian. 2019. 29 cm.
geospatial@eastview.com
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Trade, Popular and Reference Maps
and Atlases
Featured Publisher: Milestone Guides
Based out of Calcutta, India, Milestone Guides provides
full-featured guidebooks for the Himalayas.Their in-house
team creates exhaustive, illustrated trail-guides, with
detailed trekking maps, on the most popular treks in the
Himalayas. Milestone Trekking guides include exhaustive
route descriptions, detailed full color foldout maps, color
photographs, information on best views and practicalities,
a medical section and supplemental background reading.
Trekking with a Milestone Guide is an adventure with all the
thrills but without the uncertainties. For a full list of Milestone
Guide Titles available from East View, please visit shop.
eastview.com.
20-01-012 | $29.95 | PURCHASE

Annapurna Trekking Map and Complete Guide
ISBN: 9788190327015. Soft Cover. 2017. In English. 158
pages, 28 x 12 cm, flat.
Comprehensive, illustrated guidebook on treks in the
Annapurna region of Nepal that comes with a detailed
foldout map. With over 25 maps (besides the foldout map
at the back) and some 160 color photographs, the guide
comes packed with exhaustive, day-by-day description of the
Annapurna Circuit and Sanctuary trails. There also is practical
advice on planning and budgeting the treks, plus background
reading on the varied peoples who live in the Annapurna
region and an introduction to Tibetan Buddhism, the religion
they mostly practice.

20-01-014 | $39.95 | PURCHASE

Ladakh, Kashmir, Manali : The Essential Guide
ISBN: 9788190327022. Soft Cover. 2018. In English. 277
pages, 21 x 14 cm, flat.
Comprehensive, illustrated guidebook to the magical land of
Ladakh in the far north of India, beyond the Himalayas. Up to
date information on hotels and transport and practical advice
on planning and budgeting your trip. Detailed explanatory
descriptions of the regions’ famous Buddhist monasteries
and other sights besides the stupendous road journeys to
Ladakh from Manali and Kashmir, with entire sections on
these two regions. There are extensive sections on Zanskar,
Nubra, and the Pangong-Tsomoriri lakes, besides a chapter
on the treks in Ladakh. Also included is a detailed introduction
to Tibetan Buddhism and a section on the people and history
of Ladakh. Apart from a foldout map of the Ladakh-Kashmir
region at the back, there are some 25 other maps in the book,
and about 270 color photographs.
20-01-015 | $17.95 | PURCHASE

Ladakh and Zanskar : Trekking Map
ISBN: 9788190327091. Map. 2019. In English. 1 sheet,
97 x 69 cm, flat. (23 x 10, folded).
Detailed two-part topographical map of Ladakh and Zanskar,
drawn on a scale of 1:175,000, showing all trails and roads,
including over 20 trekking routes. The North section of the
two part-part foldout map covers Nubra, the Indus valley in
central Ladakh, and the Zanskar mountains. The South section, printed on the opposite face of the 38x27 in. (96.5x69
cm) sheet, includes the Zanskar valley, the Great Himalayan
Range, Tsomoriri Lake and Rupshu.

The guidebook also has a chapter on the fascinating story of
the 1950 epic French ascent of Annapurna I, the first ‘eightthousander’ ever climbed.

Services: Approval Plans,
Digitization, Customization

20-01-013 | $29.95 | PURCHASE

East View offers approval plan services for maps and
atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique
needs and specifications. With many years of experience
serving academic, public and government libraries with
foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of
establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best
quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

Everest Trekking Map and Complete Guide
ISBN: 9788190327008. Soft Cover. 2017. In English. 128
pages, 27 x 14 cm, flat.
Comprehensive, illustrated guidebook for treks in the Everest
region of Nepal that comes with a detailed, easy-to-read
foldout trekking map and a DVD with a 105 min. documentary
on the treks. With some 150 color pictures and over a dozen
section maps (apart from the fold-out map at the back), the
guidebook is packed with exhaustive day-by-day descriptions
of the popular Everest trails: Lukla-Kala Patthar/Everest Base
Camp; Gokyo-ChoLa Pass; Side-trips to Thame, Chukhung
and over RenjoLa Pass; Jiri-Lukla walk-in.

geospatial@eastview.com

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides
high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services
and solutions, including custom map and data production,
and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our
MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized
solutions for your mapping needs.

tel. +1.952.252.1205

fax +1.952.252.1202

geospatial.com

